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$16M
MYLAPORE
HERITAGE
PROGRAMME

$10M
CHITRA NAGAR

DISASTER-RESILIENT
HOUSING PROGRAMME

$40M
KOYAMBEDU

GREEN INDUSTRIES
PROGRAMME

$155M
MAMBALAM

SMART WATERWAYS
PROGRAMME
The City of 1000 Tanks - Four flagship projects
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OVERVIEW
Water as Leverage for Resilient Cities Asia is an
initiative the Special Envoy for International Water
Affairs of the Kingdom of The Netherlands, Henk Ovink,
and the and the Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO.nl,
on behalf of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs) together with
and in partnership with the cities of Chennai, Khulna
and Semarang, the Asian Infrastructure Investment
Bank (AIIB), the Dutch Development Bank (FMO), the
International Architecture Biennale Rotterdam (IABR),
Architecture Workroom Brussels, the Global Center on
Adaptation, UN-Habitat and 100 Resilient Cities (100RC),
supported by the UN/World Bank High Level Panel on
Water.
Two international, multidisciplinary teams were selected
through a global competition to develop projects that will
use water as a leverage for climate resilience impacts:
City of 1000 Tanks Team and Rise Chennai Team.
The City of 1000 Tanks team includes OOZE Architects,
TU Delft, IIT Madras, IHE Delft, Care Earth Trust, Madras
Terrace, Paperman Foundation, Goethe Institute, IHE
Delft, Rain Centre, Pitchandikulam Consultants and
IRCDUC among others.
City of 1000 Tanks intends to develop a Water Balance
Model across the city by collecting rainwater, treating
wastewater and runoff pollution with decentralized
Nature-Based Solutions (NBS), and by recharging both
to the underground aquifer. This will prevent droughts by
increasing groundwater reserves while simultaneously
mitigating risks associated with high-frequency floods
and sewage pollution.
This project intends to fix supply-side issues by creating
water retention and supply capabilities of 200-250 MLD
(Million Litres per Day) in the phase first two phases of
the project (out of the current 1,580 MLD urban demand).
Chennai is at the risk of running out of water in the next
decade, given projected increases in population and
the depletion of the water table. The project relies on
nature-based solutions to holistically solve problems of
water supply, sewage and flooding.
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PROGRAMME PHASES
PHASE 1: Feasibility study with field trials
$2.5–5.0 million USD
Technical measures will be tested and communicated
to the public to create an enabling environment for
nature-based solutions. A project Preparation Grant of
is needed.
PHASE 2: Flagship Projects
$221 million USD
Four flagship projects with the potential for citywide
upscaling in the areas of Mylapore, Chitra Nagar,
Koyembedu and Mambalam. These flagship projects are
uniquely chosen based on cultural, geographical and
social nuances and can show how City of 1000 Tanks can
be used to build a sustainable groundwater supply.
PHASE 3: Citywide upscaling
$ 1.3 billion US
Replication of techniques in flagship projects to create
a citywide water balance model. Investment needed is
The beneficiaries of the City of 1000 Tanks programme
are the economies, livelihoods, and societies that rely
on sustainable groundwater resources for prosperity
and health. State Government institutions will benefit
from these solutions which structurally solve long term
problems and improved skillsets for sound groundwater
management.
The project is conceptualized by OOZE Architects and
partners and has support from various State Government
Institutions. Some of the institutions actively engaged
in the project are “Metrowater” (Chennai Metropolitan
Water Supply and Sewerage Board CMWSSB), Tamil
Nadu Slum Clearance Board (TNSCB), Chennai
River Restoration Trust (CRRT) and the Municipal
Administration.
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CONTEXT
• India, one of the fastest growing large economies
with growth rates consistently over 7% per year, is
home to 18% of the world population but only has 4%
of the world’s renewable water sources. More than
85% of drinking water supplies are dependent on
groundwater.
• Extreme weather events are a common phenomenon.
Extreme droughts, further aggravated by climate
change, have led to overexploitation of India’s
groundwater resources.
• The development of groundwater resources helped
spur the Green Revolution and India’s socio-economic
development, more broadly leading to exponential
growth in the construction of private borewells.
• New borewell technologies and cheaper electricity
have further aided groundwater extraction.
• Chennai, the automotive and Information Technology
hub of India, has also seen a similar phenomenon.
With 53% growth in population over the last 2 decades,
Chennai is expected to host 14 Million people by 2035
from ~10 Million today.
• Historically, Chennai has relied on its temple tanks
(and other water bodies) to work as barometers,
measuring the groundwater table while regulating its
supply between seasons. The dynamic role of temple
tanks has been lost as they have become ornamental
rather than functional.
• The maintenance of water bodies, such as desilting
and cleaning, was historically performed by locals.
The British Mandate centralized management, and
its influence is still reflected in city governance today,
e.g. in the delegation of important responsibilities to
central authorities. This led to large scale, inflexible
systems with a slower metabolism than urban growth.
• Chennai observes massive seasonal peaks of rainfall.
Stormwater management treats this rain as if it was
sewage to be dispensed of as quickly as possible in
large systems of pipes. Overwhelmed by the amount

•

•

•

•

of rainfall, clogged by silt and sewage, these systems
have failed to protect citizens.
Around half of the city’s sewage is treated in wastewater
treatment stations, while the rest is expelled to rivers
and storm drains, eventually polluting the shallow
aquifers and making water unsafe for consumption.
The half that is treated must be pumped through
nearly 3,000 kilometers of sewer mains, often uphill
with hundreds of unreliable pumps that often fail.
Chennai’s relatively flat topography makes the complex
system impossible to manage with efficiency.
Chennai is now planning to expand its boundaries
7-fold. Unless rapid urban development is appropriately
addressed, this will likely cause more droughts and
floods as water bodies and absorptive green areas are
replaced with hard surfaces.
With an increase in per capita water consumption,
population density and geographical expansion,
Chennai has begun to invest in desalination plants and
distribution channels to keep up. Desalination raises
the cost of water production by a factor of three or four,
uses drastic amounts of energy and has many negative
effects on coastal environments. Rather than solving
the water problem, desalination only exacerbates the
problem by putting and extra load of waste water on
the city that requires treatment.
Climate change is expected to exacerbate the current
pressures on groundwater resources, particularly
if communities increasingly turn to groundwater as
surface water supplies become unreliable. There is a
growing recognition that the sustainable management
of groundwater resources will be critical to mitigating
the impacts of future climate shocks, as this will
significantly improve residents’ resilience to drought,
and serve as a buffer during dry periods.
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ground water

City in balance - Rewiring natural dynamics to manage water resources
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PROJECT DETAILS
The City of 1000 Tanks program follows advice by
OECD on how to build effective, efficient and inclusive
co-operation in water management. It systematically
translates this advice to the particular institutional
context of Chennai. Overarching single principle is
a spatial planning approach that allocates strategic
coordination at a program level and practical
collaboration at a project level. Actors at program and
project levels interact over time to gradually increase
institutional capacity. During a first phase representatives
of local communities, governmental actors and experts
collaborate in the feasibility phase to prepare field trials
and flag ship projects. Nature-based systems generate
significant impacts on the life of communities.Events
are used to trigger debate in the public realm. During
a second experimental phase empirical knowledge is
deepened and public awareness is broadened by means
of field trials. During a third stage generally applicable
standards concerning spatial policies, financial schemes
and institutional collaboration are generated by means
of flagship projects. During a final phase these standards
are consolidated and replicated across wider areas.
The City of 1000 Tanks team has designed four flagship
projects to initiate an institutional shift from purely
engineering-based solutions towards a sustainable
groundwater management approach, by including the

soundness of environmental and societal systems. This
will contribute to the crosscutting areas of governance
and sustainability. These projects are planned in:
Mylapore, Chitra Nagar, Koyembedu, & Mambalam.
Increase in groundwater recharge and supply, improved
sanitation and flood prevention are some of the direct
measurable outcomes of the project.
STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT & ENGAGEMENT
During the early study phase, strong support was
received from the local communities in the selected
sites. We have also administered sample surveys with
very positive results towards the project. The government
institution’s support for the project has been exceptional,
and they have shown keen interest to be part of the
framework. They have also indicated their interest in
policy level support for the effective implementation of
the project. The workshops conducted in Chennai and
the multiple meetings with key stakeholders from the
government has been very effective in communication
the project framework. There is a general interest
among the stakeholders to implement the nature-based
solutions over other engineered solutions. In addition
of the progress we have made so far, we have planned
additional stakeholder meetings and workshops to
deepen the relationship with the local community.

City of 1000 Tanks vision
© OOZE & Team
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FOUR FLAGSHIP PROJECTS
MYLAPORE

CHITRA NAGAR

Heritage Programme
50,000 Beneficiaries; 4 MLD; $16 Million

Disaster-Resilient Housing Programme
13,000 Beneficiaries; 2 MLD; $10 Million

Mylapore was originally designed as a smart city with
a resilient water infrastructure capable of retaining
water in the monsoons for use in the dry season.
Modern development patterns in this historic core of
Chennai have erased the functionality and knowledge
of its temple tanks. But with a brilliant existing water
infrastructure and ideal soil conditions, there is no
reason for Mylapore to be left vulnerable to floods and
droughts as it has in recent years. “Mylapore Trail”
seeks to restore and enhance Chennai’s important water
heritage, making it a proven model for the rest of the city
as well as a sustainable tourist attraction.Two historic
temple tanks that no longer function are to be restored
by collective efforts in increasing ground water recharge
which eventually restores water levels in the tanks.
Public spaces are designed with NBS as new dynamic
tanks which treat and recharge rainwater run-off while
private properties, both residential and commercial,
treat and recharge greywater through decentralised
NBS. An integrated network of bioswales connects the
new recharge tanks to make a resilient and highly visible
system that increases awareness, highlights historic
areas and improves the overall attractiveness of the
neighbourhood for the benefit of tourism, commerce
and liveability. The project has strong backing from the
local MLA (Member of Legislative Assembly), residents’
groups and local institutions.

Situated on the inner banks of a horse-shoe bend of the
Adyar river, Chitra Nagar-Kotturpuram tenements is a
low-income slum resettlement housing scheme set up
by the Tamil Nadu Slum Clearance Board. It was one
of the worst hit areas during November-December 2015
Floods. Leading to immense loss of life and property,
the settlement housing approximately 10,000 people
routinely floods even with the slightest rainfall. In
addition to being naturally flood prone, limited access
to potable and non-potable water, poor solid waste
management and lack of access to sanitation facilities
affect the settlement’s health and living conditions
further. Along the edge of the Adyar, a prominent river
bund approximately 1m high acts as a run-off barrier
hence crippling the settlement further at the time
of disaster. The Chitra Nagar housing scheme will
be retrofitted to close the water loop through water
collection, recycling and recharge, as well as solid waste
management: giving residents a reliable and clean
source of water while preventing chronic floods and
standing water. Nature Based solutions are proposed for
in-situ sewage treatment and sanitation schemes are
developed to improve the overall health of the population.
A community engagement program will ensure that the
systems are understood, accepted and well-maintained
by residents. The project has gained interest with the
Tamil Nadu Slum Clearance Board (TNSCB) in charge
of the entire property, as an innovative alternative to the
possible redevelopment of the area and relocation of
residents.

Scalability
The Mylapore project can be replicated across 53 other
temple tanks in Chennai for a total of more than 60 MLD
of recharge.
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Scalability
The Chitra Nagar project can be replicated across at
least 20 other sites managed by TNSCB for a total of
200,000 beneficiaries and more than 80 MLD recharge.
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KOYAMBEDU

MAMBALAM

Green Industries Programme
250,000 Beneficiaries; 150 MLD; $40 Million

Smart Waterways Programme
400,000 Beneficiaries; 48 MLD; $155 Million

Consisting of the city’s largest perishable goods market
(with a yearly turnover of $200 million USD), the largest
inter-city bus terminal and a sewage treatment plant,
Koyambedu is Chennai’s primary infrastructural and
logistics hub. It is situated on naturally low-lying areas
between the Coovum River and the VirugambakkamArugambakkam channel. The severe flooding in 2015 not
only crippled all modes of transport and city-wide food
supplies, but also put $191.3 Million investments at stake
to damage from inundation. With 85% of all surfaces
being impervious, the absorption capacity and ground
water levels have faced severe decline over the years.
In addition, the Koyambedu Wholesale Market Complex
is poorly maintained, creating 200 tonnes of unmanaged
waste daily. A large industrial hub with chronic flooding
that cripples food logistics and intermodal transit will be
protected with stormwater absorbing measures and a
solid waste recycling program. The Sewage Treatment
Plant operated by Metrowater will be enhanced with
post-treatment NBS processing and recharge at the
scale of 150 MLD. Metrowater has encouraged City
of 1000 Tanks to pursue this recycling effort, as it will
increase its water assets using existing infrastructure.

Built on top of a former reservoir in the modern heart
of Chennai, Mambalam is an important neighbourhood
of Chennai facing severe water problems. The area is
home to many exclusive hotels, offices and a retail sector
worth $2.7 billion, but faces water shortages, chronic
floods that interrupt businesses, and a great amount of
sewage pollution along the canal that drains the area.
Properties directly along this canal are designated
for EWS(Economically-Weaker Section) housing,
and includes both informal slums and state housing
boards. The location of the Chennai Smart City initiative,
Mambalam’s high visibility as a commercial centre
makes it an ideal site to demonstrate the effectiveness
of NBS tools to collect, clean, store and recharge
stormwater in a variety of public and private spaces.
Additionally, greywater from private properties will be
treated and used to recharge the aquifer. “Mambalam
Arms” connects different socioeconomic groups with
a common infrastructure to create resilience against
floods and droughts. The canal, currently a neglected
backside, can be improved through increased visibility
as a public space and through constructed wetlands
that naturally clean the water. A waste sorting centre
turns the tons of garbage currently along the canal
into a local business. The project will also encourage
property owners to invest in NBS solutions using the
5% of their land mandated as Open Space Requirement
(OSR) in return for “water credits” as a rebate against
the property’s monthly water bill. With restored water
assets in the aquifer, Metrowater can construct local
borewells and a water treatment plant to increase its
overall supply.

Scalability
Stormwater absorbing measures in Koyambedu can
be replicated across at least 40 other industrial sites
in Chennai, with a potential of 450 MLD of recharge. In
addition, STP post-treatment and recharge measures
can be replicated across four other STPs in the city with
a potential of 500 MLD.

Scalability
As Mambalam represents the modern, typical fabric
of Chennai, the project can be replicated across a vast
majority of the city.
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INVESTMENT SCOPE FOR FOUR FLAGSHIP PROJECTS
Key Facts & Figures
Four Flagship projects
713,000 Beneficiaries
200 MLD Capacity
$221 million CapEx Investment
$26 million/year Steady State OpEx
$200 million/year Potential Benefits
5 Years Construction Timeline

Details

Total $ Million

Feasibility study

5.1

Design & engineering

15.6

Engagement & participation

4.1

Nature-based solution
construction

191.5

Housing construction & upgrades

4.3

Temporary housing

0.5

Total CapEx

221.1

Capex breakdown

Four Flagship projects
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Financing Implementation
With a long-term loan from an International Financial
Institution, the Government of Tamil Nadu would be able
to build NBS on public properties. In parallel, private
properties will implement their own NBS with private
sector financing, with the incentive of water bill rebates
for aquifer recharge.

Revenues and Payment
Metrowater will be able to increase its revenue through
increased water sales. Part of Metrowater’s increased
revenue stream will pay for contracted local NBS
operators to manage different areas of the city. Another
part would go towards incentivizing private property
recharge. The measures will also lead to savings for
other government departments through reduced public
property damage risk, reduced health costs, and various
other budgetary expenses. Over time the government
will also receive additional tax revenue from benefits
affect society at large.

Investment schedule - Four Flagship projects ($ Million USD)
($ millions)

TOTAL

Year

Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Total

221.2

8.2

17.7

86.2

63.5

45.5

Mylapore

16.0

0.6

1.5

13.9

-

-

Chitra Nagar

10.0

0.4

0.8

8.8

-

-

Koyambedu

40.0

1.0

3.0

18.0

18.0

-

Mambalam

155.0

6.1

12.4

45.5

45.5

45.5
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KEY BENEFITS FOR FOUR FLAGSHIP PROJECTS: >200M/YEAR
TOTAL BENEFITS FOR THE GOVERNMENT: $100M/
YEAR
Savings compared to business as usual: $44M/Year
The savings in comparison to desalination, water
transport and centralized wastewater treatment.
desal plant

NBS

% difference

1.34

1.00

34%

1,700

900

89%

CapEx
$ million/MLD
OpEx
$/MLD/yr

CapEx cost of Nature-based solutions proposed by the
City of 1000 tank team is 34% cheaper. Nature-based
solutions also have operational costs 89% lighter than
desalination plants. NBS-based infrastructure lifecycles
are also typically longer than that of desalination plants.
Rationalising Water Charges: $33M/Year
Currently, most of the water that Metrowater provides is
not metered: consumers pay a flat rate per month which
includes sewerage charges. However, policies have
already been passed to switch to a per-unit metered
consumption, although meters have not yet been placed
in most buildings in the city. Smart City Chennai is already
attempting to install water meters. This existing policy
would rationalize water consumption and potentially
increase Metro water’s revenue by supplanting private
suppliers.
Disaster Risk Mitigation: $5 M/Year
Benefits are expected to accrue from savings in
infrastructure repair related to floods and other public
property damage avoidance. Subsidised healthcare
costs from water-related diseases are also expected to
reduce.

Other Various Revenues and Benefits: $18M/Year
Total for four flagship projects
NPV = $2,558M (₹17,650 cr.)
Yearly flows calculated with 6%
discount rate over a 50 year lifecycle

$1,610M (PV)
benefits for
individuals and
businesses

$185(PV)
private capex + opex

$1,574M (PV)
Govt. benefits

$441M (PV)
govt. capex + opex
$626M (PV)
TOTAL COSTS

Benefit / Cost ratio: 5.1
© OOZE & Team

$3,184M (PV)
TOTAL BENEFITS

BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUALS, BUSINESSES: $102M/Y
Consumer water costs: $8M/Year
The project’s aim is to deliver 24/7 quality locallysourced water to residents who often currently pay high
prices for commercially-delivered water and treatment.
Productivity in water sourcing: $18M/Year
Women often end up with an additional burden of water
collection and transportation. The program aims to
improve water infrastructure and the state of the water
table, to alleviate the unpaid drudgery of women and
thereby enhance their opportunities to gain income with
their time.
Enabling business activity: $31M/Year
The project is expected to improve the local economy
by avoiding business interruptions, usually 2-3 days
a year in some areas. The pedestrian-friendly urban
measures will also enable increased retail and tourism
opportunities.
Property damage: $44M/Year
The NBS measures target high-frequency rain events
that currently lead to water-logging and damage of
private property.
Other benefits: $1M/year
The project is also expected to create savings to health
costs, local employment and other benefits.
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
Carbon emission avoidance and sequestration
(-213,000 tCO2e /Year):
The city’s dependency on desalination, diesel lorry
water transport and long-distance pumping contributes
to carbon emissions. Furthermore, the open sewage
that is not treated also contributes to greenhouse
gases through methane production. At the same time,
the green solutions proposed in this project sequester
carbon.
Urban Heat Island Effect Reduction
The urban heat land effect in Chennai contributes to an
increase of 4 degree Celsius in winter and 2.4 degree
Celsius in summer. Planting of trees in retention areas,
bioswales and constructed wetlands reduce this effect,
leading to lower use of air conditioners and coolers
saving energy and carbon emissions.
Increased biodiversity
NBS strategies employ native plant species that also
serve as habitats for various forms of fauna, which have
many other positive environmental impacts.
CITY OF 1000 TANKS
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BUSINESS AS USUAL - 2030
2,000 MLD
DESALINATION

4,020 MLD
RAINFALL

WATER BALANCE MODEL - 2030
750 MLD
DESALINATION
in the pipeline

3,150 MLD
CONSUMPTION

1,000 MLD
TREATED
by metrowater

555 MLD
EXTRACTED

3,150 MLD
CONSUMPTION

TO
SEA

300 MLD
RECHARGED

commercial + private wells

2,100 MLD
TREATED
in situ

727 MLD
TREATED

TO
SEA

by metrowater

1,605 MLD
EXTRACTED

3,630 MLD
RECHARGED

metrowater + private wells

-255 MLD DEFICIT

+2,025 MLD SURPLUS

BUSINESS AS USUAL - 2030

WATER BALANCE MODEL - 2030

$709M/yr $244M/yr

DESALINATION
˜4,893 cr. /yr
2,000 MLD

WATER
TRANSPORT
˜1,351 cr./yr

$91M/yr

$472M/yr

˜622 cr./yr

˜3,121 cr./yr

METROWATER
OTHER COSTS

COMMERCAL
WATER COSTS

$1.04B/yr
METROWATER COSTS

$260M/yr

DESALINATION
˜1,791 cr./yr
750 MLD in the pipeline

$58M/yr
WATER
TRANSPORT
˜402 cr./yr

$127M/yr $150M/yr
METROWATER
OTHER COSTS
˜876 cr./yr

˜1,035 cr./yr

˜3,760 cr./yr

$1.5 billion/year
TOTAL WATER COSTS TO SOCIETY

$651 Million/year
TOTAL WATER COSTS TO SOCIETY

˜10,371 cr./yr
$107 (˜738) per capita/year, $1.30 (˜90) per m3 water

˜4,450 cr./yr
$46 per capita/year, $0.57 (˜39) per m3 water

BUSINESS AS USUAL - 2030

WATER BALANCE MODEL - 2030
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483,000
tCO2/yr
OTHER
ENERGY

Chennai’s Carbon Footprint of Water

0.8

MMTCO2e/yr

350,000
tCO2/yr

Chennai Water Operational Costs

NBS
OPERATION

$545M/yr
METROWATER COSTS

˜9,811 cr./yr

2,400,000
tCO2/yr

Chennai Water Balance Models

4,020 MLD
RAINFALL

MMTCO2e/yr

567,000
tCO2e/yr

METHANE FROM
OPEN SEWAGE

900,000
tCO2/yr

DESALINATION
750 MLD in the pipeline

80,000
tCO2/yr

WATER
TRANSPORT

406,000
tCO2/yr
OTHER
ENERGY

600,000
tCO2e/yr

NBS CARBON
SEQUESTRATION
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KEY RISKS AND MITIGATION STRATEGY
Long-gestating project
Availability of funding in the long term for maintenance of
the NBS construction is a key risk to the project. Change
in administration can limit long term OpEx funding. This
risk could be mitigated by ensuring that Metrowater—
the agency that benefits from groundwater yields—be
the agency to operate and contract operations.
Foreign currency Risk
Mix of long-term depreciation of the Indian Rupee
and foreign currency denominated loans can lead to
escalations in non-operational costs. A combination of
international and domestic forms of finance will help
mitigate this risk.
Inflationary Risk
Long term inflationary pressures pose a threat to
completing budgets on cost.
Contractor Counter Party Risk
Since this is not a conventional project, contractors might
not be willing to accept all the risks associated with time
delays and cost overrun. Risk of major contractors or
suppliers going bankrupt during the project tenure. By
starting from field trials to increasingly larger projects,
the program will build expertise and confidence in
execution.
Execution of Decentralized Infrastructure
The incremental nature of the project can lead to
complexities in the execution of its various components.
A coordinated effort on public lands will ensure that the
systems are completed, while actions on private lands
will follow certain policy norms. NBS infrastructures
differ from grey infrastructure because they are flexible
and can be effective even when only partially completed.
Operation of Decentralized Infrastructure
Maintenance of many small systems across the city can
be complex and lead to complications that ultimately
effect performance. Therefore, it is suggested that
Metrowater outsource management to local NBS
operators while keeping oversight with remote sensors
and a centralized “water dashboard.” The maintenance
of NBS on private properties will be ensured through the
incentive scheme for property owners.
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